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Abstract: The collision of detonation and shock waves and detonation products flow stagnation is a complex
gas-dynamic problem the solution of which would purposefully manage the process of energy-transfer of the
explosive to the matter by choosing the charge optimal design or the mode of initiation. We will solve the
problem by  numerical  modeling  of the non-steady detonation and gas-dynamic processes occurring at the
blast hole charge explosion. The decision is preceded by the study of the process of explosion products
energy-transfer to the matter, exploding charges of different designs and with different parameters of the
initiation modes.
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INTRODUCTION can be described by Euler system,  with the addition of

Explosion rock blasting is performed by the internal propagation to the energy equation. The equation of state
energy of the charge detonation products. Therefore, the of matter closes the settlement system [5-10]. Since mass
state of the explosion products in the explosion chamber of the air in the hole is small compared with the explosive
significantly affects the work performed by the explosion detonation products, its effect can be neglected.
and determines not only the amount of matter destruction, At the hole collar the gas flow conditions are set free
but also the quality of destruction. in case of un-stemmed charge.

The blast near field absorbs most of the energy The  adopted  task   description  allows measuring
released by an explosive chemical transformation, which the  relative  changes in gas-dynamic parameters during
greatly reduces the efficiency of blasting [1-4]. the explosions of charges close to the energy release

In order to study the effect impact of the explosive explosives.
charge on the mountain mass in the explosion near field, Shock wave impinges  on  the  solid  rock at the
the gas-dynamic parameters of the explosion products charge-rock interface and, with further propagation,
pressure were calculated and the parameters of the stress decays rapidly into a stress wave with a soft rise to
wave in the mountain mass near field were calculated by pressure peak. In order to calculate the radial and
numerical calculation of the two-dimensional non-steady tangential stresses,  we  use  the method of determining
problem. When solving, the detonation and gas dynamics the stress wave components in the explosion near field.
processes and the products outflow through the hole On the basis of the presented numerical modeling
collar were considered and on the basis of calculations methodology the gas-dynamic processes parameters in
the  flow   parameters   were   determined,  including the charging chamber at the blast hole charges explosion
shock-wave, wave processes and blast loading on the were calculated.
hole walls. The calculation was performed for charges of

The energy released by the charge explosion was different designs (a charge with a special stemming [11];
considered based on the detonation propagation speed a charge with sand-clay stemming, a charge without
along its length for different designs and modes of stemming), which was divided into four points along the
initiation. The walls of the hole for simplicity were charge axis. A continuous charge of granulite AC- 8 was
assumed to be absolutely rigid. On these assumptions, placed in a blast-hole 2.5 meters long with the charge
the detonation  and gas-dynamic processes in the hole length of 2 meters.

the term describing the energy release at the detonation
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We considered  direct  and reverse charge initiation. The  connection  of medium pressure-time changes
It should be mentioned that in mining a reverse initiation on its wall (curve 1, Figure 2) shows that the pressure
is mostly used. relief when the stemming being packed enough, is small

According to our calculations,  at the moment of and an intense pressure drop is observed only when
wave reflection from the blast hole bottom in case of the exploding a charge without stemming (curve 3). This is
direct  initiation,  the pressure  therein is reduced rapidly confirmed  by  the  curves  of  using different stemming.
to a quasi-static at the bottom level of the hole, while at A case of the detonation products complete stoppage-a
the hole collar blast, it is a little lower than at the reverse fixed wall instead of stemming - was considered as utmost.
initiation. Later wave processes for both initiation The difference between the curve of the utmost 4 and
schemes decay rapidly. curves 1 and 2 in Figure 2 describes the pressure relief in

The violation of one-dimensionality of wave the explosion cavity due to the outflow of the detonation
propagation is observed only near the collar blast hole products through the canal hole during the stemming
due to the outflow, but it has almost no effect on the flow blowout. At the final stage, after the full stemming and the
inside the hole. detonation products blowout from the blast hole, the

With a decrease in density of various explosives the intense wave processes in explosive chamber decay.
character of outflow is preserved under general pressure Note that the change of  the  charge length leaving
decrease. For granulite AC- 8 under density changes all the blast hole diameter the same, or the detonation
the basic outflow laws remain unchanged, the parameters velocity leaving the charge diameter ratio to the blast hole
of the detonation and strong shock waves friction are length the same, only leads to a change in the temporal
higher, as adiabatic exponent is higher, but due to the characteristics,  leaving  all  the qualitative features of
lower explosion heat the pressure in the hole and on the gas-dynamic processes development the same.
walls lowers faster. The explosion impulse is calculated basing on the

Some results of gas-dynamic parameters calculation numerical results of the charge cavity pressure for
in the blast hole charging chamber are presented in the different charges designs (Figure 3), which determine the
form of characteristic curve of Figure 1. extent of the rock destruction. The results showed that

This calculation was made for a special charge the finite time of an active explosion impulse for charges
stemming with the reverse mode of initiation. with special stemming is 13 ms, for sand-clay and without

Figure 2 shows the total pressure exposure of the stemming is 11 ms and 9 ms, respectively.
gaseous  explosion products on the blast hole wall Thus, if we introduce the explosion impulse impact
specific to charge design: 1-   charge   with   a  special factor on the charge array without stemming and take it as
stemming, 2-a charge with a sand-clay stemming, 3-a a unit, the factor for the charges with special stemming
charge without stemming, 4-a complete stoppage of and sand-clay stemming will be equal to 1.44 and 1.22,
detonation products. respectively.

Fig. 1: The charge design and a curve of pressure-time changes on its wall.
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Fig. 2: The curve of the total pressure exposure of the gaseous explosion products specific on the blast hole wall charge
design.

Fig. 3: A curve of explosion impulse response to the time and the charge design.

The impulse impact factors obtained allow adjusting 4. Andreev, R.E., 2007. On the question of calculating
the calculations of specific weight-to-volume ratio of the blast hole drilling parameters under stress-strain
different charge designs. rock conditions.  Collection   "Explosive  case",
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